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THEME: POLICY & REGULATORY UPDATES
> BC’s Environmental Mitigation Policy
> Water Sustainability Act
> Qualified Persons Initiative

> Report on the 2015 Conference & AGM
> How the College engages in advocacy
> Raising the profile of your profession

MEET CAIRINE GREEN, BA, MED, NEW LAY MEMBER OF
THE COLLEGE COUNCIL .
Appointed to the College Council earlier this year as a Lay Councillor, Cairine brings strong leadership skills in
governance, policy and decision-making. During a professional career started in the criminal justice system,
to her more recent political, municipal and regional government experience as a three-term Council member,
Cairine currently serves as a board member of Victoria’s Our Place Society and as a member of the Oak Bay
Heritage Commission, while maintaining community outreach through her social media network.

In addition to criminal justice, post-secondary education and local government, she enjoyed a variety of other
professional experiences, including consulting in divorce and family mediation, as a youth and family counselor in the
Victoria Family Court and Victoria school systems, as Student Services’ Manager with Malaspina University-College
and as Program Manager, Senior Policy Advisor and Human Resources contractor in the Ministries of Advanced
Education and K-12 Education.

Cairine is especially pleased and honoured to be part of the College. “Ninety per cent of my work as a Municipal
Councillor involved land use and, in my experience, professional biologists provide a unique and valuable public
service to local and regional governments. Professional biologists often guide decisions that include land-use
Lay (or public) members are appointed by the
government to the governing bodies of all selfregulating professions to ensure that the public
interest is served. The College of Applied Biology
Act provides for the appointment of up to 3 lay
members to the College Council.

THE COLLEGE COUNCIL

planning and environmental protection, ensuring at the end of the day that, whatever decision is made, their
work is always focused on what is in the best interests of local communities.”

Cairine lives in Victoria, BC with her husband Fred Green and they enjoy a large extended family. Cairine just
welcomed her first granddaughter Hadley two months ago so, and as she puts it, “my dance card is full.”
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A full plate for
the new Council

ELCOME TO THE
summer issue of
College Matters,
our first of the
year with our new
Council, and the start of the second half of
my term as President. The recent election
for Councillors was very successful, with
a full slate of candidates and good voter
turnout. Thanks to all of the candidates
who put their names forward, and to those
who took the time to vote!

I welcome our new Councillors Alexandra
de Jong Westman and Jocelyn White,
returning Councillor Raychl Lukie, and new
Executive Vice-President Garry Alexander.
I thank Ross Murray for his 4 years of
service on the College Council and Warren
Warttig for 8 years of service. Fortunately,
Warren remains involved, as the Chair of
the Audit and Practice Review Committee.
I also welcome our new Lay Councillor
Cairine Green, who joins our current Lay
Members David Hughes and Maureen
McDermid on Council. Lay Members
are appointed by the government; their
presence on our Council and committees
assures the government and the public
that the College continues to meet its
public-interest mandate. I look forward
to working with the Council over the next
year; we’ve got a lot of exciting projects
to tackle! Look for information over the
next few months on a new Practice Review
program, online CPD tracking, online
ethics training, and the potential for new
categories of membership, among many
other initiatives.

to impact members, such as the
Qualified Persons Initiative and the
new Environmental Mitigation Policy
and Procedures, to information on the
College’s position on advocacy, a report on
our very successful AGM and Conference
held in May, along with a brief update
on the recent members’ survey and the
Council’s strategic planning session that
helped set priorities for 2016-2018.
An important article in this issue of College
Matters is notification that, after 7 years
at a static fee schedule, the Council is
recommending a dues increase. The
Council feels that a dues increase is
necessary in order for us to continue
advancing our mandate to ensure our
members are qualified and accountable,
achieve our strategic goals of more
transparent accountability mechanisms,
and increase the profile for the College.
This summer we will have a referendum
on a dues increase and we are asking
for members to approve a revised fee
schedule. See the special article on pages
6 and 7 in this issue for more information.
I wish you all a very enjoyable and productive
summer! As always, if you have any
questions or concerns, or suggestions to help
your College advance its strategic objectives,
please contact the College office.
Dr. Vanessa Craig, RPBio

Gerry Kuzyk, RPBio; Edward Quilty,
RPBio; Dr. Rick Page, PhD, RPBio

This issue of College Matters covers a
lot of ground. Included are updates
on regulations that have the potential
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COUNCILLOR’S CORNER

Newly Elected Council Members
A number of years ago while employed at
the municipality, a major land developer
appeared before city council and stated that
biologists were for hire, and they would say
what you want for the right price. We may
approach issues from different angles, and
have known to disagree, but saying that we
would say what the client wanted for a price
did not sit well with me.

Jocelyn White, RPBio
I AM A long time resident of Prince George,
attending school, building a career and now
raising a family here. My husband and I are
building our own ark with 2 kids, 2 dogs and
2 cats. I have spent nine years working as
a consulting Fish and Wildlife Biologist, in
addition to a six-year period with the City of
Prince George. I am currently employed with
McElhanney Consulting Services, working with
a variety of aquatic and terrestrial creatures.

Alexandra de Jong Westman,
RPBio
THANKS TO ALL of you who supported my
election onto the College Council this spring! I
am very excited to become more involved with
our regulatory body, but mostly, to assist in the
sharing of information about the College, what
our designations mean to those who aren’t in our
biological realms, and what it means to engage
with Registered Professional Biologists.
As many of you already saw in the last College
Matters, I have a fairly diverse background in
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This event led me to start organizing the
local PG Bio Gathering where local biologists
could network, share projects and show
that we may disagree from time to time, but
could still sit together and share a beverage.
The next step was to consider running for
Council. When asked this winter, I decided
that I had stepped back from enough other
volunteer commitments that I could put my
name in the running. Unfortunately I still hear
from clients and other professionals that
biology, having worked with provincial and
federal governments, engaged in consulting, and
dabbled in academics…. not to mention growing
up with a marine biologist for a mother! I got
started on the beaches and whale research boats
at a very early age, with my first word being
“anemone”… I kid you not! Since then I’ve moved
inland and up in elevation and latitude, eventually
migrating to Canada’s true north – the Yukon.
Really though, Whitehorse is pretty far south and
almost hardly counts…
Most important, however, is why I wanted to
get involved with the College. I have been a
member and Registered Professional Biologist
since 2008, and early on, viewed the College as
this nebulous entity to whom I sent my annual
dues, but did not fully appreciate what the
College could do for me. When Brian Churchill
phoned me up and asked if I would like to get
more involved and run for a Councillor position,
I thought, why not… I’m already on three other
boards… what is one more!

Registered Professional Biologists are for
hire for the right price, an idea that we need
to work hard to overcome.
Since being elected, I have attended one
Council meeting and signed up for the Finance
and Communications committees. I have been
a member of the Credentials Committee for
the past two years. What struck me early on
is how dedicated each member is, including
staff. They have ambitious plans to increase
awareness of the College and continually
improve information sharing with members.
They are energetic and the best part is they
enjoy what they do and have a lot of fun doing
it. I strongly encourage you to consider signing
up for a committee. It is where a lot of the work
happens and additional input and enthusiasm
is always welcome.

All kidding aside, the College is an essential
piece to the credibility of the applied biology
field, and I am very much looking forward to
sharing ideas and being a part of the future
direction and initiatives that the College is
undertaking. In attending a couple of meetings
already, I see further, the importance in getting
the message of the College and what it
means to be recognized as a “professional” to
students in post-secondary institutions early
on in their education and am looking forward
to assisting in this initiative not only in BC, but
extending this message into the Yukon as well.
Further to that, the Code of Ethics that we as
members of the College are governed by, is
something that many members and our clients
may not fully understand or appreciate, and is
a message worthy of getting out there.
That is it for now. Thank you again for your
support, and I am very excited to be jumping in
to the College pool.
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MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The “Busyness” Continues after
the 2015 Conference & AGM
The changing of the guard

Professional Reliance

After another successful AGM and
Conference on March 13th, the new College
Council held its first meeting the following
day. We welcomed new Councillors
Alexandra de Jong Westman, RPBio, from
Whitehorse, YT, and Jocelyn White, RPBio,
from Prince George, BC. In addition, our new
Lay Councillor is Cairine Green, who was
appointed by the Hon. Mary Polak, Minister
of Environment.

Professional reliance is currently receiving
a lot of attention. I recently met with Mark
Haddock from the University of Victoria’s
Faculty of Law & Environmental Law Centre
regarding their report on professional
reliance. I also met with MLA Mike Morris,
parliamentary secretary to the Minister
of Forests, Lands & Natural Resource
Operations (FLNRO), who has been tasked
with investigating the practicality of
professional reliance. MLA Morris is seeking
input from stakeholders to provide advice
on the status of professional reliance to
Minister Thomson. Furthermore, I met with
the Hon. Steve Thomson, and his team of
Chris Ritchie, RPBio, and Alan Lidstone,
Director of Resource Management, to
discuss professional reliance and the role
College members play in FLNRO. I would
like to reiterate my appreciation to Minister
Thomson and his team for taking the time
to meet with me and share their breadth of
knowledge regarding issues pertaining to
professional reliance.

I want to thank outgoing Councillors Ross
Murray, RPBio, PBiol, and Warren Warttig,
RPBio, for their significant contributions to
Council. Ross and Warren were among those
acknowledged for their service to the College
with an award of recognition at the AGM.
Ross was instrumental in developing many
of Council’s foundational elements, including
the Governance Policies and Procedures. Ross
often played devil’s advocate when examining
the direction of Council to ensure the College’s
mandate and strategic objectives were fulfilled.
Ross’ approach helped reframe our remaining
tasks from the 2013-2015 Strategic Plan and
influence the 2016-2018 strategic planning
process to better align with the College’s core
mandate and projected fiscal budget. Since
resigning as a Councillor, I am delighted to
report that Warren remains active in College
affairs as the Chair of the Audit and Practice
Review Committee and as an ex-officio
member of Council. Warren continues to work
diligently toward advancing the work of the
Audit and Practice Review Committee.

7 – 9th), and an MLA Appreciation Day
luncheon at the Empress (May 11th),
where I met numerous MLAs, ministers,
and association counterparts and
received valuable advice on government
engagement from speakers Jess
Ketchum and Dan Doyle;
>> Linda Stordeur, RPBio, Registrar,
attended the Alberta Society of
Professional Biologists (ASPB) AGM and
Conference in Canmore, AB (March 31st –
April 1st); and
>> Jillian Stewart, Trainee (RBTech),
Administrative Assistant, managed a
tradeshow booth at the Washington-BC
Chapter of the American Fisheries Society
AGM in Vancouver (February 17th).
We look forward to providing members
with an assessment of our achievements in
implementing the 2013-2015 Strategic Plan and
introducing the 2016-2018 Strategic Plan in the
next issue.
Pierre Iachetti, PAg, RPP, MCIP

Report on other College staff
activities
Other initiatives the College staff has been
working on:
>> In collaboration with the BC Ministry of
Jobs, Tourism & Skills Training, the College
produced a series of short videos designed
to attract additional College members;

As the College membership grows, our staff
complement of 4.8 FTEs will continue to
work diligently over the summer months to
support Council, 16 committees and nearly
2,200 College members.

>> I attended several events: the Premier’s
BC Natural Resource Forum in Prince
George (January 20 – 22nd), the BCIA
AGM and Conference in Kelowna (May
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Highlights of the 2015 Conference

P

ARTICIPATION IN THE College’s
2015 Conference and AGM
on March 13th once again
surpassed previous years, with
almost 260 individuals either
participating in the live web conference
or attending the event in person in
Richmond. The Conference featured three
distinct sessions on the topical themes of
the changing roles of local governments
in environmental and natural resource
management, science and policy advocacy,
and the changing authority of First Nations
in natural resource management in BC.

Local governments & the Natural
Environment
Carrie Baron, PEng and Drainage &
Environment Manager for the City of Surrey
impressed upon participants how much the
responsibilities of municipal governments
have increased over the years with respect
to the environment, which is compounded
by challenges with capacity and accessing
appropriate expertise.
A panel of prominent municipal government
politicians took the stage next and illustrated
the huge variety and scale of resource
development projects municipalities are
grappeling with around BC.

The Changing Landscape of Natural
Resource Management in BC
Hannah Askew, Staff Counsel on the Aboriginal
and Natural Resources Team at West Coast
Environmental Law, spoke about the changing
legal landscape of Aboriginal rights and the
possible implications it could have for natural
resource management.

Dr. Lackey delivered a thought-provoking
presentation that caused participants to
question whether they in fact participate
in normative science (information that
is presented with assumed or unstated
policy preferences), while Dr. Ray reminded
participants of the importance of ensuring that
policy-makers are armed with science-based
information to inform decision-making.

Chris Addison, RPBio and Director of
Resource Management in the busy PeaceLiard region for the BC Ministry of Forests,
Lands, and Natural Resource Operations,
gave the audience insight into the varied
and often conflicting factors that contribute
to decision-making in the management of
natural resources.

Keynote Addresses
Despite some technological hiccups at the
beginning of a presentation delivered via live
video feed by Dr. Justina Ray, perhaps Canada’s
foremost wildlife conservation biologist, the
two keynote addresses that concluded the day
received rave reviews. Both Dr. Ray and Dr. Bob
Lackey spoke to the intersection of science,
scientists, and policy, from somewhat opposing
ends of the spectrum.

Dr. Bob Lackey, Professor of Fisheries Science at
Oregon State University, delivered a well-received
keynote presentation.

Science & Policy Panel
A panel discussion on science and policy
featuring RPBios Susan Pinkus, Brian Clark,
Jeff Green, and Chris Addison stimulated
engaging discussion at the Conference,
and provided some practical advice for
participants on how to walk the line between
science and advocacy while maintaining
professional credibility.
Pierre Iachetti, College Executive Director, introduces the participants in the local government panel. From left to
right: Derek Corrigan, Mayor of the City of Burnaby; Josie Osborne, Mayor of the District of Tofino; Harold Steves,
Councillor of the City of Richmond; and Gwen Johansson, Mayor of the District of Hudson’s Hope.
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2015 AGM & Proposed Resolution on
Academic Criteria

T

HE COLLEGE’S ANNUAL General
Meeting, held over breakfast prior
to the Conference on March 13th,
also attracted a large audience.
In addition to a report on the
activities of the Council and the College’s
numerous committees, AGM participants also
considered a resolution brought forward by
College members. The resolution proposed
an amendment to the College’s academic
requirements such that those applicants with
a MSc or PhD in biology and an excess of 10
years of work experience in applied biology
would receive credit for any missing courses
through their completed coursework or theses.

The College Council recommended against
supporting the motion and made the following
statement in response:
…The College Council recognizes that it’s
important to ensure that applied biologists
working in BC can be part of the College.
[Two College members] point out that
including these biologists in the College
protects the public interest by ensuring
they adhere to a Code of Ethics and are
accountable to the College for their work
and conduct. We agree. In fact, the Council
is making efforts to address this issue, and
has been working with the Credentials
Committee and the Registrar to identify
opportunities and options to include more
biologists in the College. The recent addition
of the self-directed report option is one
example of how we can bring biologists
into the College. The resolution before
you suggests that the criteria to become
a Registered Professional Biologist be
changed so that the Credentials Committee
can examine the theses of applicants to
determine whether their thesis is equivalent
to missing undergraduate courses.
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Although we agree with the idea behind the
motion, we are concerned that this motion
will not resolve the issue and will constrain
the Council from investigating different
avenues to meet this goal. Currently our
credentialing requirements are rigorous
and defensible. The proposed change to our
credentialing process will make the process
much more subjective. Although some cases
might be fairly straightforward, others likely
will not. The Credentials Committee will be
asked to determine whether, for example,
collecting genetic samples and discussing
genetics in a thesis is equivalent to a cell
biology course, or whether habitat sampling
qualifies as a systematics course. We may
receive appeals. I.e. why would a thesis count
only for applicants with more than 10 years
of experience? Why would we consider only
a thesis and not peer-reviewed reports?
What criteria would we use for a defensible
standard? This proposed Rule change has
implications, not only for the Credentials
Committee’s time, but also for ensuring
that we maintain a rigorous and defensible
process for deciding who has demonstrated,
by education and experience, that they are
qualified to become an RPBio.

In conclusion, I again want to thank [our
members] for bringing this motion forward,
and state that the Council agrees with the
concept underlying this resolution – that
there are biologists practicing applied
biology that cannot currently qualify to
become members. We recognize this needs
to change and we are currently discussing
options to address this issue. We ask that
you vote against the resolution, so that the
Council is not tied to this one method of
addressing the issue.
The large majority of AGM participants voted
in opposition to the resolution and defeated
the motion.

Linda Takahashi, RPBio, was one of many new
College members in attendance at the Conference.

Dr. Vanessa Craig, RPBio, College President, recognizes Linda Michaluk, RPBio,
Janet Rygnestad, RPBio, Warren Warttig, RPBio, and Ross Murray, RPBio, PBiol,
for their contributions to the College at the 2015 AGM. Absent from event and
photo: Laura Darling, RPBio (former member of the Ethics Committee).
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College Council Recommending a
Dues Increase for 2016
AT THE COLLEGE Council meeting on June 12th the Council
passed a motion to recommend a change in the fee structure
for members of the College, which includes an increase in dues
for RPBios, RBTechs, and In Training members. In accordance
with the College of Applied Biology Rules, RPBios, RBTechs,
and retired members will have an opportunity to vote on
whether to support this dues increase. Voting will be available
online for a six-week period beginning July 17th and ending
August 28th. The Council recognizes that this is a busy time for
many members due to fieldwork and vacations; however, these
dates were necessary to give staff sufficient time to issue 2016
dues notices in October.
Details of the proposed dues increase
Council is recommending the following fee schedule changes,
effective for 2016 dues payments.
Registered Professional Biologists (RPBio)
Registered Biology Technologists (RBTech)
Biologists in Training (BIT)
Registered Biology Technologist in Training
(Trainee (RBTech))

$425/year
$295/year
$130/year
$95/year

In recognition of the potential for undue financial stress, Council is
not recommending dues increases for retired members, students,
or for members on temporary leave.
Why is the College Council recommending a dues increase?
The last dues increase (supported by the College membership
through a referendum in 2008) was anticipated to provide
sufficient revenue for the College for the following 3-5 years.
Through prudent fiscal management, leveraging of external grant
funding, and continued reliance on volunteer-led committees to
undertake the essential roles of credentials assessment, discipline
investigations, and audits of members, the College has been able
to operate for 7 years without a dues increase.

Strategic Plan for 2016-2018 to further the Council’s goals to
increase transparency of the College, expand the categories of
membership to include more practicing applied biologists, and
to raise the profile of the College and its professionals. These
strategic goals are balanced by the necessity for the College to
maintain sufficient reserves for unexpected operational events,
and for adequate legal funds to support discipline investigations.
The College must also ensure ongoing communication with the
membership and the public in order to be effective and meet its
public-interest mandate.
A budgetary deficit last year and a resulting review of the
College’s operations indicated that the current level of revenues
restricts the ability of our organization to fully function in its role
as a professional regulatory body. The College Council considers
it necessary to raise dues in order for the College to retain
financial stability, maintain the credibility of College members
earned through the College’s application and enforcement of
rigorous standards, increase the legal fund to $500,000, and
also to maintain momentum in building the recognition of our
organization and applied biology professionals.
How do I find out more information?
A comparison of the College’s dues with those of similar professions
and highlights of the College’s accomplishments in recent years can
be seen on the next page. More information about the proposed dues
increase is available on the ‘Dues referendum’ page of the College
website under the ‘current members’ section. This includes a Q & A
document and financial statements.
How do I vote?
When voting begins on July 17th, RPBios, RBTechs, and retired
members of the College will receive an email with information to
access the electronic voting platform, and will receive reminders
leading up to the final day of voting on August 28th.

The College has met the demands of a growing membership and
enhanced the status of College members as accountable, selfgoverned professionals. The Council has outlined an ambitious
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A Snapshot of Accomplishments since
the last Dues Increase in 2008
>> Developed an accreditation program for post-secondary
institutions to provide certainty that graduates of selected
programs meet the College’s academic requirements
leading to RPBio status, developed a self-directed report
option for Biologists in Training and applicants seeking
RPBio status, and developed professional videos to raise
awareness of the practice of applied biology in BC with
prospective members, the public, and employers.
>> Signed a Mutual Recognition Agreement with the Society
of Biology in the United Kingdom to allow our respective
members to take advantage of a streamlined process to
practice in each other’s jurisdiction.
>> Enhanced the ability of the College to ensure members’ practice
and conduct meet the standards of professionals by releasing
an updated Code of Ethics, expanding and enhancing the Audit
Program, and by developing guidance documents for members
(e.g. Principles of Stewardship, Practice Guidance for Members,
Managing Species at Risk in BC – Guidance for Resource
Professionals, Scope of Practice Resource for RBTechs).
>> Expanded the scope and content of College Matters, met with
members throughout the province to provide updates on
important College initiatives, redesigned the College’s website
for improved access to information and resources, organized
CPD events on topics of interest to the membership, and
hosted highly successful annual conferences from 2012-15 on

environmental legislation and policy updates that attracted
over 1,000 participants.
>> Met the goal set in 2008 to raise the legal reserve to
$350,000 to address the risk of litigation in support of the
College’s mandate to investigate members’ actions and
conduct when complaints are received.
>> Maintained and developed relationships with MLAs, Cabinet
Ministers, local government politicians, provincial ministries,
and other professional and regulatory organizations.
>> Improved the effectiveness and efficiency of core College
activities, including random audits of members, processing
membership applications, and communication to members
regarding updated Rules, as well as ethical and professional
standards.
>> Engaged more College members by greatly increasing the
number of volunteers involved to nearly 50 members, and
became a more interactive and transparent organization by
diversifying College activities (e.g. roadshows, CPD events).
>> Enhanced the ability of the College to regulate applied
biology professionals in the public interest by creating the
RBTech membership category.

Note: Only RPBio dues were included in this comparative table due to the lack of parallel categories in other organizations to
facilitate comparisons with RBTech and In Training College members.
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2015 Membership Survey Results &
Council’s Strategic Planning Session

.

OUR MEMBERS CLEARLY LOVE SURVEYS! Once again, we
were impressed by the high response rate to the membership
survey distributed this spring: 531 members responded. Thank
you to all those who contributed feedback regarding how you
think the College is doing and where you think the College
should allocate resources. The results of the membership
survey (refer to summary below) were used to inform College
Council’s strategic planning session held in April 2015 and
will help guide College committees and staff in their current
and future work planning. Stay tuned for the release of the
College’s 2016-18 Strategic Plan this summer.

Summary of results from the spring 2015
membership survey

development/networking opportunities for members, b)
communicate with the public on the role of applied biology
professionals, c) engage with government on regulations and
legislation, and d) be an active voice on environmental issues. The
frequent suggestion that the College should be a more active
voice on environmental issues suggests members may not have
a clear understanding of the College’s apolitical role. Council
addresses this on page 9, highlighting areas where the College
can engage in advocacy issues.

How well is the College performing in ensuring the integrity,
objectivity, and expertise of its members?
15%

12%

1 (poor performance)
20%

3
4
5 (excellent performance)

8%

1 (poor performance)
2
30%

48%

10%

2

How well is the College performing in preserving and
protecting the scientific methods and principles that
are the foundation of the applied biological sciences?
2%

3%

3
4
5 (excellent performance)

These results indicate a modest improvement relative to the
2013 membership survey, wherein 42% of respondents rated
the College’s performance at 4, and 17% at 5.
When asked what issue members deal with professionally on
a daily basis, the most frequently cited issues pertained to
navigating ethical requirements and potential work conflicts;
other commonly cited issues included challenges experienced
with regulatory/legislation changes and complexity, and
biologists practicing without College membership.

52%

These results indicate a notable improvement over the 2013
member survey, wherein 35% of respondents rated the
College’s performance at 4, and 9% at 5.

Additional areas of concern identified and
discussed by Council during the strategic
planning session in April:
1. Members’ understanding of the value of membership;
2. Public awareness and trust of the College;
3. Transparency of the discipline and audit processes;
4. Member retention;
5. Member engagement;
6. Employer recognition of the value of hiring members;
7. Security and adequacy of College revenue; and
8. Capacity to attract new College members.

When asked what College members would like to see the
College engaged in over the coming years, members most
commonly suggested the College should: a) provide professional
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How does the College Advocate?
Can the College engage in
advocacy?
THE SHORT ANSWER is “yes”. The
College, as the regulator of professional
biologists and technologists, can and
does comment on issues that affect the
ability of the College or its members
to meet their obligations. To this end
the College promotes the view that the
public interest is best served when the
public has access to unbiased scientific
information, advice, and decisions from
competent, accountable professionals.
Frequently, the question about whether
the College engages in advocacy is
focussed on environmental issues.
Although the College does not comment
on specific management decisions, it
does have an interest in ensuring that
decisions are informed by the best
available scientific advice.
Our primary method of upholding the
public interest is to ensure that our
members meet their responsibilities
to the profession by adhering to our
Code of Ethics and upholding principles
of stewardship. Therefore, if it was
brought to the College’s attention that
a management decision was based on
biased or poor science provided by a
member, or if the decision was made by
a member without ensuring that all the
applicable information was considered
within the framework they are working
(i.e. the member is held accountable
for how they made their decision), then
the College would address the situation
through the lens of a member failing to
meet his/her obligations to the College
and by extension, the public.
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The College advocates:
1. By ensuring as many practicing
applied biologists as possible are
regulated by the College. In 2009,
the College introduced the Registered
Biology Technologist (RBTech) category
so that these important applied
biologists are regulated by the College;
however, there are many other biologists
interested in membership who do
not currently meet our requirements.
To address this we brought in a new
self-directed report option, and we are
investigating the possibility of creating
additional categories of membership.
2. By collaborating with other professional
associations and the provincial
government to secure appropriate
recognition and roles for applied biology
professionals, and by commenting on
legislation, regulations, and policies that
affect the practice of College members.
We are developing a guidance paper on the
Riparian Areas Regulation, and are engaged
with the Qualified Persons Initiative and
the Professional Reliance Taskforce; we are
developing a white paper on the issue of loss
of scientific information; we are developing a
response to the recent guidance document
on stream crossings published by other
regulatory organizations that overlooked
important environmental considerations;
and we recently became a signatory on the
joint statement on Professional Leadership
in a Changing Climate https://www.cab-bc.
org/file-download/joint-statement-climatechange. The College is also participating
on a science-integrity-in-decision-making
taskforce that is national in scope, with the
intent to develop a statement of principles
on the use of science in decision-making to
be released later in 2015.

What can you do to assist the
College in its advocacy role?
The ability of the College to comment
on relevant legislation and respond to
pertinent issues is important, and we rely
on our members to support and drive
these initiatives. If you feel the College
should engage in an issue around the
practice of applied biology or legislation,
please contact us! Or if you’re interested
in participating on a working group,
please let us know.
Finally, and importantly, if you are
concerned about the work of a fellow
professional, remember the obligation
in Principle 9 of the Code of Ethics:
the duty to address poor conduct and/
or practice of another member. Poor
practice of one member affects the
reputation of all of us. The College relies
on its members, who are the ones ‘on
the ground’, to identify and address poor
practice. This protects the public and
ensures that professional biologists and
biology technologists maintain the trust
of, and credibility with, the public.
The 2015 College Council

Jillian Stewart, Trainee (RBTech)
Black-capped Chickadee.
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Raising the Profile of Your
Profession

A

CURRENT STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE of Council
is to raise the profile
of the College and
the profession of
applied biology. The College has made
significant progress in addressing
this objective through regular
communication with provincial ministries,
development of an accreditation
program with post-secondary
institutions, collaboration with other
professional regulatory organizations,
and development and continuous
improvement of tools used to reinforce
the competency and accountability
of our members (e.g. Code of Ethics,
Practice Guidance for Members, and
Audit Program). Additional initiatives
underway include the development of a
Practice Review Program and an online
ethics course.
As the newest regulated profession in
BC and the first biologists with selfgoverning legislation in North America,
we still have work to do in raising public
awareness about the significance of
our professional status. Our right-totitle legislation grants members of the
College the right to use professional
designations; however, it does not
preclude non-members of the College
from practicing applied biology. As more
employers, clients, aspiring applied
biologists, and the general public
become aware of the high standards of
applied biology professionals, the profile
of the profession will be elevated and
the public will realize the full benefits of
having the College regulate its members
in the public interest.
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The ability to call yourself a professional
is a privilege that is indicative of your
qualifications and your high standards.
You can help the College enhance the
reputation and profile of the profession by:
1. Emphasizing your professional title
(e.g. RPBio, RBTech, BIT or Trainee
(RBTech)) on reports, presentations, and
in everyday correspondence like emails.
2. Using your seal. The seal awarded
to RPBios and RBTechs is an important
component of the visual identity of the
College that reinforces members’ roles
and the standards upheld by the College.
3. Identifying yourself as a Registered
Professional Biologist, Registered
Biology Technologist, or In Training
member of the College of Applied
Biology in all professional situations.
Examples include features in the media
or participation in public or professional
meetings. This will help the public become
more familiar with applied biology
professionals and bestow additional
weight and credibility to the information or
recommendations you are presenting.
4. Downloading and using the Members’
Logo. The Members’ Logo is available from
the College website and can be used on
websites, business cards, and reports when
used with your name and designation.
5. Talking to your friends, employers,
and clients about being a member of
the College and what it means.

your employers and clients, or sharing
the short informational videos recently
published by the College.
7. Communicating the importance of
high ethical and professional standards
and the role of the College in upholding
them when mentoring aspiring and/or
young biologists.
8. Prominently displaying your
certificate of College membership,
highlighting the Code of Ethics and the
Principles of Stewardship, and regularly
wearing your College lapel pin.
9. Getting involved in your College.
Having self-governing legislation
like the College of Applied Biology
Act is a privilege for members. The
College functions most effectively
with an involved membership. Over 50
members currently volunteer on College
committees, working groups, and the
Council. Contact us to find out how you
too can get involved and help forge the
College’s future.

From the perspectives of employers
or clients, hiring College members
provides assurance that individuals
have the appropriate qualifications
for their practice, that they are serious
about their professional obligations,
and are accountable for their practice
through processes such as random
audits, practice reviews, and discipline
investigations.

6. Talking about the benefits of hiring
or contracting College members to
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What is a Digital Signature and
Why are They Relevant to Applied
Biology Professionals?

U

NLIKE MOST
ELECTRONIC signatures,
digital signatures are used
to confirm authorship and
protect the data integrity
of electronic documents. The use of
digital signatures assures professionals,
their employers, their clients, and
the public that their electronic work
products are authentic and protected
from tampering.
Rule 13.4 in the College of Applied
Biology Rules states that a signature
and seal may be affixed to documents
in electronic format only when using a
College-approved digital signature and
seal. In March of 2015, in response to
requests from members, the College
entered into an agreement with thirdparty service provider Notarius to
issue and manage digital signatures for
College members within a highly secure,
ISO 27001:2005-certified environment.

Why would I need a digital
signature?
Copying and pasting your signature’s
image onto electronic documents is
a contravention of Rule 13.4 and fails
to ensure data integrity or guarantee
authorship, since the signature and
any components of documents can
easily be copied, removed, or otherwise
manipulated. When a digital signature
is applied, the documents become
encrypted with an individual’s private
signature key, which detects any changes
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to the document throughout its lifecycle,
thereby guaranteeing the authorship and
integrity of the document.
Digital signatures also formally link your
identify and professional status with your
electronic documents and carry the same
level of legal validity as your handwritten
signature. At a time when both the public
and corporate sectors are transitioning
to paperless systems, the use of secure
digital signatures ensures document
origin, integrity, and legal authority is not
compromised in the process.

How do I get a digital
signature?
Notarius is offering the promotional price
of $40 to College members who sign up
for a digital signature kit by July 16, 2015,
savings of $100 over the regular price of
$140. In addition to the one-time sign-up
fee, an annual fee of $185 will apply per
user for the first subscription. Group rates
are available for employers who wish to
purchase digital signature kits for several
employees. Visit the College’s webpage on
the Notarius website for more information
or to sign up: http://notarius.com/
cab/#overview

INTRODUCTORY OFFER FROM NOTARIUS: Sign up for a digital signature kit by
July 16th and save $100.

DIGITAL SIGNATURES preserve document integrity and verify authorship.
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2015 Conference: Lessons from the
Science & Policy Panel
AS MEMBERS OF the College of Applied Biology, Registered
Professional Biologists and Registered Biology Technologists provide
unbiased scientific advice in the study and management of aquatic
and terrestrial ecosystems. In short, members practice sound science!
Our mandate to act in the public interest requires the provision of
scientific information that is “technically accurate, policy-relevant,
and politically unbiased” in the words of Dr. Bob Lackey, Professor of
Fisheries Science at Oregon State University, who delivered a keynote
address at the 2015 Conference. The interface of science, policy
advocacy and decision-making often requires applied biologists to
“walk the line” between competing influences.
The panel of RPBios — Susan Pinkus, Brian Clark, Jeff Green, and Chris
Addison — provided perspectives on their experiences in response to
questions from College President, Dr. Vanessa Craig. She asked the panel
if they had ever engaged in policy advocacy and how they managed
that while retaining their scientific integrity. Jeff responded, “Every
time I provide advice I believe I also am doing some advocacy.” Susan
contributed, “Policy advocacy is interpreting policy from a science
perspective. Be sure you really understand what your objective is and
what your assumptions are. Look for data that don’t support the position
you are coming from. Your peers exist to catch you in your mistakes.”
Brian suggested that, “If there is no policy, it’s the biologist’s responsibility
to act – take it; it can lead to establishment of good policy!”
Next the panel was asked to consider how they might know they have
crossed the line into providing biased information or perspectives.
Susan’s advice was to start with the scientific method and Principles of
Stewardship: “it’s hard to cross the line without knowing it” if you attend
to these precepts. She also advocated listening to the people that do
not agree with you, and trying to stay in a place between curiosity and
courage. Jeff offered a number of questions he uses as a self-check:
>> Have I considered the widest range of issues?
>> Have I justified my decisions?

He also pointed out that members are bound by the Code of Ethics
and this can sometimes result in an uneven playing field. Chris
advised, “Are you doing what someone told you to do and are you
sure they know what the impacts of the action are?” He suggested
two warning flags to attend to if you are near the line: it doesn’t
feel right and the answer comes too easily. Brian’s advice, “Do the
right thing. If you are too cautious, you are apathetic, if you step
over the line, fess up. We all share the reputation!”
Vanessa asked, “How do you differentiate between what is acceptable in
your personal life versus your professional life” and the panel responded
loud and clear! Jeff declared, “I am a professional biologist 24/7. Have the
courage to stand up and speak out about things that are wrong. Be clear
about the difference between science and emotional reactions.” Susan
supported this saying,

“Do the right thing, question your
assumptions, check it out. We influence
how the public thinks about science by
what we do and say. The College must
support this.”
Brian pointed out that being a professional biologist does not mean you
give up your human rights. Chris challenged the audience to “raise the
profile of what you do - challenge misinformation!”
It is safe to say that there was no lack of passion from the panel as they
responded to the questions and each other, affirmed their commitment
as professionals and their pride in being College members. Vanessa
brought the discussion to conclusion by reminding all that the College
cannot be an advocate but can continue to support members in
promoting the value of independent science-based decisions. Above all,
she challenged all members to identify themselves as College members
by using the appropriate titles, and by using the logo.

>> Have I consulted enough?
>> Do they understand the differences in my opinion and theirs?
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What should Applied Biology
Professionals know about BC’s new
Environmental Mitigation Policy?
THE BC MINISTRY of Environment (MoE) and the Ministry of Forests,
Lands and Natural Resource Operations (FLNRO), along with the
Environmental Assessment Office (EAO) and other natural resource
management agencies are implementing a new policy to support a
consistent approach towards mitigating impacts on environmental
values from development projects and activities.
In April 2014, the Natural Resource Board (NRB) endorsed the
Policy for Mitigating Impacts on Environmental Values (aka:
Environmental Mitigation Policy, or “EMP”) and associated
Procedures, making it formally available for implementation within
the natural resource sector.
The EMP is targeted towards proponents, qualified professionals,
government staff, and decision makers. It provides guidance on the
preparation of mitigation plans, as well as supporting more consistent,
transparent and durable decision-making within government. It can
apply to all levels of projects and supports a suite of natural resource
legislation. Though the EMP on its own does not create any new legal
requirements, proponents are encouraged to follow the policy and
procedures when planning projects and submitting applications, and
may be required to adhere to the policy if included in the conditions of
a permit or authorization.
The core of the policy is the Mitigation Hierarchy, a step-wise
progression that prioritizes avoiding effects ahead of minimizing or
counteracting them. The hierarchy is this: avoid, minimize, restore
on-site, offset. That is to say, all feasible measures of avoiding
an impact on an environmental value must be considered first
before moving to minimize; all feasible measures to minimize
impacts must be considered before moving to restore on-site, and
so forth. Seems intuitive, right? In most cases this would be the
process by which mitigation planning for a project would proceed.
However, with increasing focus on offsetting as a mitigation tool
(both in literature and in practice globally), there is a danger that
the consideration of avoidance and minimization may fall to the
wayside in favour of a ‘quick payoff’. This policy addresses that
issue as the EMP formalizes the BC government’s approach to
mitigation: offsetting is an acceptable mitigation measure but
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can only be considered once all other steps in the hierarchy have
been addressed. It is the last tool in the mitigation toolbox, and
is not a payoff. Offsets must deliver a tangible, measureable, onthe-ground conservation outcome. The Policy and Procedures
outline several options for offsets, including offsite restoration,
habitat securement, and habitat enhancement. Financial offsets
are also considered under the Policy and Procedures. However,
because of limited authority for financial transactions under
the statutes, decisions must be made on a case-by-case basis
and the principles of transparent, science-based decisions, best
conservation outcome, and ecological equivalency are brought to
these considerations.
The policy is not strictly about offsets. Additional guidance on
linking mitigation measures directly to effects and identifying
ecologically equivalent offsets is included, and monitoring the
implementation and effectiveness of mitigation measures is also a
key piece of the Policy.
For applied biology professionals, the concepts in the EMP are
not novel. We may begin to see changes in how environmental
application information is requested by government or
stakeholders. We expect to see a greater focus on clearly
identifying how proponents have addressed avoidance and
minimization and clearly determining residual impacts on all
valued components. As the desire for transparency around
environmental decision-making increases, the EMP will provide
guidance on how to structure mitigation planning and information
to ensure greater accountability.
The full Policy and Procedures documents, FAQs, policy development
history and supporting information are available on the Policy
website: http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/emop/. Information sessions are
being offered for interested groups. Contact Carrie Nugent
(Carrie.Nugent@gov.bc.ca) to book a session.
Contributor: Carrie Nugent, RPBio, Standards and Guidelines Specialist at MoE
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A Snapshot of Key Features of the
new Water Sustainability Act

T

HE BC GOVERNMENT
introduced the Water
Sustainability Act in the
spring of 2014, more
than 100 years after the
original Water Act came into force.
While many important considerations
for practitioners have yet to be fleshed
out in regulations that will accompany
it, the new Act does lay out a framework
which includes many significant changes
to the status quo management of the
province’s freshwater resources.

1. Stream health and aquatic
environments
>> Consideration of environmental
flows will be required in new
water allocation decisions and
amendments for both groundwater
and surface water. Exemptions will
apply, and this requirement will not
apply to existing groundwater users
who will be issued licenses when the
regulation of groundwater for nondomestic uses begins.
>> Prohibitions on dumping debris around
streams and aquifers will be enhanced.
2. Water in land-use decisions
>> There are provisions for the
development of Water Sustainability
Plans and Water Objectives for
individual ecosystems in order to
integrate land-use planning and water
management. There is provision
for a delegated authority (i.e. local
organization) to implement them.
3. Groundwater regulation
>> Non-domestic users will be required
to apply for a license for groundwater
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withdrawals and will pay annual
fees. Until now, BC has been the only
province without such a system in
place.
>> Well-drilling requirements will be
updated and more information
concerning well use will be collected
to improve understanding of
interactions between surface and
groundwater in the province.
4. Water scarcity
>> Government will have authority to
regulate groundwater during times of
scarcity by implementing temporary
restrictions to ensure environmental
flows and avoid significant or
irreversible harm to ecosystems.
>> The Minister’s current power
(introduced in 2009) to reduce water
use in order to maintain critical fish
habitat will stand.
>> The Act leaves considerable
discretion to the regulator to
determine how restrictions will be
implemented (i.e. which users/uses
will receive priority).
5. Water use availability, efficiency,
and conservation
>> The ‘beneficial use requirement’ will
be extended to all users. This requires
water to be used according to the
terms and original intent of licenses,
and for it to be used efficiently.
>> Government will have the authority
to set conservation objectives and
conduct audits.
>> Large water users will be issued
thirty-year licenses (there is no
term limit currently), and repeated
short-term authorizations (subject to

lower reporting requirements) will be
permitted for water use in the same
location and for the same purpose.
>> The Act provides allowance for
area-based regulations to tailor
management to specific water
management challenges, and for the
development of agricultural water
reserves to protect existing allocations
and ensure water is available for
additional agricultural uses.
6. Large-scale water use
>> Large-scale users of water (yet
undefined) will be required to measure,
record, and report water usage.
7. Governance
>> The Act allows for considerable
flexibility concerning governance
options for water management,
including delegation of all authority to
local entities.
>> The Act provides for the establishment of
advisory committees appointed by the
Minister of the Environment as a means
of achieving local governance.
The Water Sustainability Act is likely
to have implications for many applied
biology professionals, as well as other
professionals in the natural resources
disciplines. The province states that they
hope it will lead to effective and forwardthinking management of BC’s freshwater
ecosystems, as well as the groundwater
resources that support them. The College
looks forward to reviewing and reporting
on the regulations being developed to
accompany the Water Sustainability Act.
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UPDATE

The Qualified Persons Initiative
The Qualified Person, the
College, and you
THE BC GOVERNMENT’S Qualified
Persons’ (QP) Cross-Ministry Working
Group recently completed a multiyear project investigating the roles,
expectations, needs, and use of QPs
across the natural resources sector. This
article summarizes the QP Initiative and
how it relates to the role of the College
and your professional practice.

What is a Qualified Person?
The Working Group defined a QP as “one
who possesses the specific knowledge,
skills, training, and experience needed to
perform a specific type of work as: set out
in legislation, set by government policy, or
required by an organization satisfactory to
government that has the responsibility for
specifying the requirements”.
Attainment of the requirements to
be a QP is either verified through a
process undertaken by government,
a professional association, or other
organization satisfactory to government.
Three essential components of a
QP framework include guidance,
competency and accountability.
Guidance includes the application
standards, best management
practices, land-use designations, etc.
Competency is measured to determine
the appropriate level of education,
training, and experience. Accountability
is measured to indicate acceptable
performance to interested parties
such as the resource user, client, public,
government, the public, and professional
regulatory organizations.
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Models for the application of QPs
range from simple to complex. At the
simple end of the spectrum, QPs must
ensure basic competency through
an examination and be able to follow
manuals and guidance documents.
At the complex end of the spectrum,
QPs must follow specific standards of
practice, meet competency requirements
through continual professional
development, and ensure accountability
through the application of a code of
ethics and audits of professional practice.

What is the role of the College?
The College meets and exceeds the criteria
described by the QP Working Group
through a number of measures. The
College is legislated under the College
of Applied Biology Act and meets the
definition of a self-regulated professional
body as defined by the QP Working Group.
Our entrance requirements ensure that
members entering the profession meet
the acceptable requirements of education
and training necessary to perform applied
biological work. Moreover, the College’s
Continuing Professional Development
(CPD) Program ensures that members
maintain their competency through
updating their education and training, and
undertaking appropriate steps to expand
areas of practice.
The Audit and Practice Review Committee
ensures regular accountability of members.
Members must demonstrate that they are
meeting their CPD requirements, working
within their defined scope of expertise,
and that they are current with changes
in the College’s standards and other
pertinent legislation.

Lastly, the College has been increasing
the number of guidance documents
related to professional practice to assist
members in meeting and maintaining
their obligations under the Code of
Ethics. Examples include the recent
Practice Guidance for Members and the
Principles of Stewardship documents
released by the College.
How do your professional obligations
compare to the expectations of a QP?
Your role as a member of the College is
to ensure that you meet or exceed the
requirements of membership within the
College. The College has established
standards for professional accountability,
continuing education, and practice that
meet all the requirements of the most
complex model of QP practice.
Follow these steps to ensure you meet
the requirements of a QP as defined
by the Working Group and the College
standards:
>> Complete annual CPD requirements
and maintain detailed records. These
records are required should you be
selected for an audit.
>> Work within the scope of expertise
you have self-declared as a
professional. If you need to broaden
your scope, ensure you take the
required training, and
>> Review guidance documents that are
posted on the College website. These
articles are put together to ensure
that members have easy access to
information to assist with decisionmaking.
For further information on the Qualified
Person Working Group visit:
www.gov.bc.ca and search for ‘Qualified
Persons in the NRS’.
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Scott McNay, RPF, RPBio, PBiol, PhD
Project Manager/Ecologist, Wildlife Infometrics Inc.,
Mackenzie

To what do you attribute your interest
in biology, and when did you first
become aware of your interest in the
discipline?
My interest in biology was established
first by my grandfather who taught me at
a young age how a tree seed would one
day become a tree. But it was my grade
10 biology teacher who really put me on a
path to become a biologist. Pretty much
from the first day of classes in grade
10, Gerry Manuel made every biology
class exciting and I knew then that I was
destined for a career in biology.
What is your academic background?
My academic background began at
University of New Brunswick in the
Forestry program where I obtained
a BScF with a major in wildlife
management. On the advice of my lead
professor Dan Keppie, I pursued an
opportunity for postgraduate study with
Fred Bunnell at the University of British
Columbia. Fred took me under his wing,
led me through the MSc program and
even took steps to land me a research
position with the Research Branch of
the BC Forest Service. I managed to
convince the Forest Service to sponsor
my PhD studies which took place in part
at Colorado State University, although
the degree was again from UBC.
What do you do on the job and what
are your favourite aspects of the work?
At this point in my career, most of
my job (70%) is managing people,
chasing funding, and writing project
plans and final reports. I still enjoy this
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part because it is rewarding to see a
challenging plan come together— it’s
basically coaching a team of people,
matching skills to the need, and winning
the game. I’m lucky to be able to still
engage in field work about 30% of the
time, and there are really no words that
can adequately characterize the variety
of benefits and enjoyment that brings.
Mentoring our younger staff is a big
component of being on site in the field,
but refining sampling designs/methods
and understanding the sampling
logistics are extremely important
aspects of my work in the field. My
favorite aspects of my work have to be
the challenge of managing a successful
project, attempting to address important
questions of conservation management,
and being able to meet and work with so
many great professionals over the years.

Which practice area is beyond the
scope of your current work that you
would most like to become involved
in or what would your ideal biologyrelated job or project be?
Living the dream! The work I am doing
on wildlife-related projects is my “ideal”
job. I have worked in wildlife biology for
government, the oil and gas industry, mining,
forestry, First Nations, and non-profit
environmental organizations. As with any job
there are downsides but, on balance.

I enjoy going to work each
day. I’ve been humbled
many times by the
seemingly unpredictable
nature of animal behavior
— just when you think you
have the answer it often
slips away on you. That
challenge alone makes
the whole job worth
getting up for.

Call for Contributions
We invite members to contribute to College Matters by pitching us an article,
sending in photos, artwork, or simply suggestions for content.

Submission Dates
Autumn issue: October 12, 2015
Annual Reports (AGM) issue: February 29, 2016
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Peter S. Jalkotzy, PBiol, RPBio,
EP(EM)
What is your academic background?
I have a BSc (Wildlife Biology) from
the University of Guelph (1980), and an
Environmental Law Certificate from the
University of Calgary (1992). I had been
accepted to complete my Masters in
Environmental Design at U of C (1985)
and contemplated other advanced
degrees (LLB, MBA, PhD) but have
always made a different choice before
proceeding. I continue to have a latent
desire to complete a PhD.

Technical Lead and Senior Environmental Planner,
AECOM Canada Ltd

To what do you attribute your interest in
biology and when did you first become
aware of your interest in the discipline?
I love nature. I grew up in a small northern
Ontario mining town and spent a lot of
time in the bush. Hunting, fishing, paddling,
swimming, hiking, skiing, snowshoeing,
berry picking, chopping wood, and many
other outdoor activities were the daily
norm in winter, spring, summer and fall.
I found science intriguing and easy; by
eliminating some paths, I chose wildlife
biology. I loved (and still love) all animals,
although my favorite(s) have become the
mountain goat, and the wolf, two species
I have worked very closely with. After
almost ten years as a practicing biologist,
my direct involvement in environmental
law/regulation/policy came from a strong
interest in contributing to and shaping
practical, appropriate, adequate, and
effective environmental management for
industry.
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What do you do on the job and what
are your favourite aspects of the work?
My role is varied but focuses on the
management of regulatory approvals for
development. I am a leader, a mentor, a
student, and a practitioner/technician.
I might have responsibilities in some
and/or all of a project’s development
progression: from the early strategic
planning and concept development to the
follow-up monitoring and post-closure
reclamation certificate activities, and
all the activities related to supporting
biological data. All projects interact with
their surrounding conditions, and I enjoy
deciphering those interactions. I have a
presentation that collectively sums up my
last several decades in this role: “You want
to build what? When? Where?” The intent
is to highlight the five most common
challenges to the regulatory approval
process. I really enjoy the challenge of
finding that unique set of values (i.e.
technical, regulatory, environmental, social,
economic)— the common ground upon
which a project can advance.

Which practice area is beyond the
scope of your current work that you
would most like to become involved
in or what would your ideal biologyrelated job or project be?

Within the boundaries of
certain realities, I have my
ideal job at the moment.
I like the people, the
projects, and the genuine
opportunity to contribute.
It works.
My long-term perspective has two paths.
One involves expanding research and
contributing to global wildlife conservation
issues. The other is to further contribute
to the education and experience of
effective environmental assessment and
monitoring through global reach and
applying advanced technologies. The
first involves the establishment of a
wildlife conservation trust and the second,
AECOM’s Global Mobility Program and the
advancement of the unmanned systems
group, including its full integration with the
biological sciences.
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MEMBERSHIP UPDATE
New Registered Professional
Biologists (RPBio)
Matthew Arnegard
Lynn Avis
Ashleigh Ballevona
Erin Cameron
Bruce Clark
Anayansi Cohen-Fernandez
Dana Drumm
Benn Edwards
Shaye Folk-Blagbrough
Erin Forster
Lea Gelling
Ryan Gill
Meagan Gourley
Luke Halpin
Matthew Henry
Elaine Irving
Bret Jagger
Tyrone Johnston
Derek Keeping
Michael Klaczek
Travis Kurinka
Danny Lee
Janine Lemire
Ian MacLeod
Remi Masson
Dugan Maynard
Jeff Meggs
Courtney Miller
Alicia Morin
Jason Mouland
Michael Muller
Craig Mushens
Alicia Newbury
Thanh Nguyen
Patrick O’Brien
Francisca Olaya
Karen Orr
Donelda Patriquin
Craig Patterson
Amy Peters
Nicole Pilgrim
Ivan Rossman
Glenn Rudman
Jennifer Sarchuk
Darcy Schiller
Katharine Scotton
Morgan Sternberg
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2692
2727
2731
2698
2717
2702
2708
2711
2715
2722
2683
2726
2689
2686
2724
2685
2721
2687
2719
2710
2705
2691
2709
2697
2693
2720
2703
2699
2704
2714
2706
2718
2690
2723
2712
2707
2684
2725
2696
2701
2716
2713
2732
2700
2730
2728
2676

Mary Toews
Roxanne Tripp
Kristy Wade
Crystal Waters

2729
2688
2695
2694

Recently Returned
(Re-instated) Members
RPBio
Lisa Datchkoff
Tasheena England
Tracey L’Esperance
Anna McIndoe
Kim Richardson
Adrienne Shaw
RBTech
Michael Marquardson

1857
2282
2404
2243
1948
2161

60

81
83
82
79
80

New Enrolled Biologists
In Training
Travis Arnold
Kamila Baranowska
Susan Cousineau
Laramie Ferguson
Cassidy Hedden
Jeremy Jackson
Melissa Lesko
Alysia Lor-Knill
Jonathan Lowey
Jamie MacEwen
Ian MacLeod
Burke McKone
Dominique Melancon
Marissa Miles
Matthew Moore
Elena Motchman
Colleen Murchison
Adam Nguyen
Michelle Phillips
Cinderella Onyejekwe

889
902
914
897
892
913
899
908
915
904
887

New Enrolled Technologist
Trainees (Trainee(RBTech))
Jordon Austin
Anna Bolliger
Stephanie Righi

36
37
35

New Student Biologists

New Registered Biology
Technologists (RBTech)
Natashia Cox
Robert Dunn
Karlene Loudon
Lisa McCuaig
Tracy Motyer

James O’Reilly
Edyta Piascik
Michael Rybansky
Valerie Schmidt
Katryna Schreiner
Steve Sharron
Cameron Shauer
Erin Vandal
Neil Von Wittgenstein
Colby Whelan
Monica Woods

890
916
900
910
894
906
905
893
898
888
901
895
912
909
911
886
907
891
896
903

Allison Binley
Natasha Dudley
Mercedes Kemp
Arthur Kujawiak
Bryce Lawson
Taisha Mitchell
Fallon Nagy
Wallis Reid

174
173
179
180
178
177
175
172

New On Leave Members
BIT
Michelle Phillips
Leanne Weins

896
594

RPBio
Rebecca Barlak
Lily Cesh
Leigh Holt
Sandra Nelson
Kirsten Seymour

1883
2240
2172
2112
1921

RBTech
Mark Racicot

64
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MEMBERSHIP REMINDERS
Recently Resigned Members
BIT
Deneige Agnew
Heath de la Giroday
Amy Farella
Jolene Olson
Emma Shelford
Nicole Stark

621
637
359
848
473
406

RPBio
Paul Askey
Mark Ayranto
Alissa Foster
Lorraine Maclauchlan
Michael Panian

1925
1321
2034
364
764

Student
Jared Maida
Mindy Skinner

133
138

Recently Retired Members
RPBio
Bart Proctor

1660

Ethics Requirements for
Newly Registered Members
Schedule 3, section 1.4 (Professional
Ethics) states as a condition of
membership (beginning in 2008) all
newly registered members (RPBios and
RBTechs) must successfully complete
an ethics seminar up to 1 year before the
date of application and within 3 years of
being granted registration.
For the information of newly registered
members, the College defines a program on professional ethics to include
a discussion on what it means to be a
professional and on the elements of professional practice such as competence,
independence, integrity, due diligence
and accountability. Once completed, the
member must contact the College to
report the name of the course and the
date the course was completed.
The College has reviewed and can
recommend the following professional
ethics courses/seminars as meeting this
requirement:
>> APB Professional Ethics Course
provided by the Association
of Professional Biology of BC
at their Annual Conference
and throughout the year
www.professionalbiology.com
>> BCIA Ethics Workshop
provided by the BC Institute of
Agrologists www.bcia.com
There may be other courses which meet
the College requirements. Please contact
the College if you have another course
you would like the College to consider as
meeting the requirements.

Illustration by Aimée van Drimmelen.
www.aimeevandrimmelen.com
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Biologists in Training —
Are You Considering Upgrading
to RPBio Status?
As of January 2008, all Biologist in Training
(BIT) members are limited to a six-year
time limit for active BIT status. Every newly
enrolled BIT from that period on has six
years from the date status was awarded to
upgrade to RPBio status. Three additional
criteria must be met: a professional report,
relevant and adequate work experience,
and letters of reference. To aid the member
in meeting the report requirement, the
Credentials Committee has prepared a
guideline document for the submission
of a professional report. This guideline
document can be downloaded from the
College website at: www.cab-bc.org/
Report_Guidelines.pdf.
For those individuals whose employment
environment does not provide
opportunities to generate a report that
meets the College’s requirements, there is
an opportunity for a self-directed report.
The applicant would be responsible for
identifying data and perhaps supervision
from a company, organisation or individual
biologist. The applicant and supporting
individual or agency would be responsible
for completing a declaration that would
ensure the validity of the data that would
serve as the foundation for the submitted
report(s). For further information go to the
Self-Directed Report Form or contact the
Registrar at registrar@cab-bc.org.

CPD Requirements for On Leave
Members
Please note that Rule 7.13.5 came into effect
in 2011. Rule 7.13.5 provides that after one
year of temporary withdrawal, On Leave
members must complete 50% of the CPD
requirements for each of the subsequent
years on temporary withdrawal. The fiveyear limit remains in effect as the maximum
length of time that a member can be on
Temporary Withdrawal.
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FEATURE

Featured Employer: Summit
Environmental Consultants Inc.
One of the College’s strategic objectives is to conduct
outreach to employers to promote the advantages of
hiring applied biology professionals. Another essential
element of this is recognizing those who already
understand these advantages and have adapted their
corporate policies around them.

Summit Environmental Consultants Inc. (Summit), the
environmental sciences division of Associated Engineering, is
headquartered in Vernon, BC and has staff in eight offices across
Western and Northern Canada. Many of Summit’s professionals in
British Columbia are members of the College of Applied Biology
and two have long been part of the Credentials Committee (Brent
Phillips and Sandra Meidinger). Key areas of practice for Summit’s
Registered Professional Biologists are environmental assessment,
aquatic and terrestrial ecology, information management,
sustainability integration, and planning.
As environmental consultants, we work on complex social and
environmental issues and rely on the trust that comes from
membership in a robust professional organization. Whenever
there is a disparity in expertise between the parties involved in
a project, as is often the case in environmental consulting, the
reflected trust of a regulating body and an identifiable group

of professionals is immensely helpful to productive problem
solving and project success.
Recognizing the value of professional memberships to our
culture and success as a company, Summit encourages
professionalism in our staff in myriad ways, including actively
supporting career development towards professional
registration, celebrating new professionals, contributing
financially to membership dues, technical development,
committee participation, and by reflecting the value of College
membership in staff salaries. Career planning for aspiring
professionals includes identifying the types of projects and
roles that would lead to effective professional development,
including the eventual independence and professional
judgement required to write reports suitable for College
membership.
As reliance on regulated professionals increases in Canada, the
success of companies increasingly depends on attracting and
developing strong professionals to access work, supporting
the creation of desirable cultures within the workplace, and
managing risk for the public, client, and employer.
Contributor: Corinna Hoodicoff, MSc, RPBio has been a Registered Professional
Biologist since 2005 and manages Summit’s Environmental Assessment &
Planning Group in Vernon, BC.

Illustration by Aimée van Drimmelen.
www.aimeevandrimmelen.com
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MEMBERSHIP

Members in the News
The College members have recently been featured in the media for their biological work. If you, or a College member you
know should be featured here, please let us know: adminassist@cab-bc.org

Gerry Kuzyk, RPBio
College Member Gerry Kuzyk is part of a provincial moose
management team that is using high-tech equipment to
identify factors influencing changes in moose populations. By
looking at the rates and causes of cow moose mortality, the
group is able to test the hypothesis that population change is
closely linked to changes in the landscape.
Since February 2012, the group has put GPS radio collars on
239 moose in five study areas. These radio collars allow the
researchers to receive near-immediate notification when there is a
moose mortality event: if no movement is sensed for 4 to 12 hours,
an email notification is sent to MFLNRO staff who then travel to
the location to investigate. The collars also allow researchers to
identify locations of the moose in the days immediately prior to

Edward Quilty, RPBio
College member Edward Quilty has fundamentally changed
how aquatic data is collected through the use of technology
and software. Mr. Quilty, who previously worked for the BC
Ministry of Environment as a stream ecologist, attended UBC
to pursue a PhD in hydro-informatics and in 2003, he founded
Aquatic Informatics Inc. The company now has more than
80 staff and provides software solutions for managing and
analyzing water data. The company started by providing early
versions of their software to their first client, the Ministry of
Environment, and now Aquatic Informatics has customers in
more than forty countries throughout the world.

their death, providing valuable information on the possible effects
of landscape conditions on mortality.
Based on three years of data, survival rates have ranged from
88% to 95%, which is expected for a stable population. A total
of nineteen collared moose have died, the majority of which
were killed by wolves. However, it is too soon to draw many
conclusions as the data is still preliminary at this time.
The study is a collaborative effort between the Province of
BC, academic institutions, First Nations groups, and natural
resource stakeholders.

the projects that kick-started the success of the company
was a $500,000 contract with the US Geological Survey
that allowed them to “more accurately determine how
much flow is in a river”. With a follow-up contract of more
than $8,000,000, the company worked on replacing the US
National Water Information System.
Aquatic Informatics began their international expansion in
“safer markets”, including the US, the UK, and Australia, and
then honed their data collection and surveying skills to expand
into markets in Asia and Latin America. The company recently
won their second consecutive Environmental Business Journal
award, and was named one of Canada’s Top Small & Medium
Employers by Mediacorp.

Mr. Quilty recognizes the value of providing “really accurate
water information” to his clients, who include government
agencies, hydropower companies, water authorities, and
mining companies. Aquatic Informatics’ software allows
the continuous collection of data from water bodies to
provide a large volume of quality, actionable data. One of
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Dr. Rick Page, PhD, RPBio

The Society has proposed a pilot project where they would trap
25 female deer and inject them with the SpayVac contraceptive
(which prevents pregnancy for 5-7 years, the life span of most
does). All captured deer—both bucks and does—would be tagged
with numbered ear tags to facilitate tracking their movements.
This would not only allow them to identify the vaccinated
individuals, but would also engage residents of the area in
tracking the movements of the deer. Minister Steve Thomson has
said that the government will consider the option of contraception
when they receive an official permit application.
A fundraising target of $50,000 has been set by the Society to
complete the first year of the project; donations can be made
through their website, deerplanoakbay.ca. The Mayor of Oak Bay
has stated that the community would embrace this alternative to
the cull. Non-lethal methods of controlling urban deer populations
have been used on James Island, the Esquimalt Naval Base, in
New Jersey and New York, and in Maple Ridge.

When the municipality of Oak Bay was faced with a conflict between
deer and residents, they volunteered to be the first municipality to
participate in the Capital Regional District’s deer management pilot
program, which traps and culls the animals. College Member Dr. Rick
Page, PhD, RPBio, is a member of the Urban Wildlife Stewardship
Society, a citizen’s group proposing to vaccinate the deer with a
contraceptive and then release them instead of culling them.

